life ways

A seamless fusion of art and life

There’s inspiration everywhere at art’otel cologne.
Vibrant and eclectic, we overlook the River Rhine in
the historic Rheinauhafen port area. We’re opposite
the Chocolate Museum and just a short walk from the
magnificent World Heritage Cologne Cathedral.
Stroll through the Old Town’s scenic streets to discover
the Römisch-Germanisches Museum with its colourful
Roman mosaics and reconstructed tombs, or the Wallraf
Richartz and Ludwig Museum which showcases the
largest collection of pop art outside the USA.

art room

life style

Our 218 guestrooms include Art Rooms, Art Rooms
XL, Art Corner Rooms and an Art Panorama Room.
All guestrooms exude creativity and inspiration,
with many boasting coloured cubes overlooking
the harbour. You’ll enjoy air-conditioning, satellite
TV and indulgent Elemis guest amenities, as well as
unique artwork from our Korean artist, SEO, and
there’s complimentary Wi-Fi throughout the hotel.

Pan-Asian cuisine is the order of the day in our
award-winning Chino Latino restaurant where
delicate oriental flavours are enhanced with
panoramic views of the Rheinauhafen. From
handmade sushi to authentic sashimi and dim sum,
the food is exquisite and the atmosphere welcoming
and informal. Check out our alfresco patio and
sample modern Eastern influenced dishes, sip a
signature cocktail from our Chino Latino Bar
surrounded by SEO’s stimulating artwork.

life time
Whether you need to work or wind down,
take advantage of our many services at
art’otel including an art library, in-room
dining, a modern business centre and free
Wi-Fi throughout the hotel.
Unwind in our sauna while gazing over the
rooftops of Cologne or, if art’s your thing, why
not request a personal guided art tour to learn
about the work of our artist SEO?
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t: +49 (0) 221 80103 0
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TEL-AVIV STR

art’otel cologne
Holzmarkt 4
Cologne 50676
Germany
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night life
26. Vanity Club
27. Old Town
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shopping
24.	Neumarkt Passage,
Breite Strasse,
Schildergasse,
Mittelstraße
25. Hohe Strasse
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A seamless fusion of art and life

Bursting with creativity, our meeting rooms are
light, bright and airy, with natural daylight and
unique art from our Korean artist, SEO. With over
400m² of event space covering six flexible meeting
rooms, we can stage a large conference, product
launch or special social gathering for up to 100
guests. Our function rooms range from 22m² to
161m² and can be combined for larger meetings
and conferences.

culture
11. 4711 Traditional House
12. Cologne City Hall
13. 	Cologne Cathedral
14. Musical Dome
15. Koelnmesse (Fairground)
16. St. Martin Church
17. Alter Markt

18. Heumarkt
19. Love locks 			
(Hohenzollernbrücke)
20. Rheinauhafen Port Area
21. Cable Car
22. Rheinufer
23. Zoo
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art’otel cologne showcases the work of Korean
artist, SEO, with over 300 of her pieces on display.
SEO trained in Chinese and Korean watercolour
and since 2003 has been working with hand-made
Korean hanji rice paper, which she tears into strips
and fixes to canvases before applying acrylic paint.
Each picture features at least 10,000 strips of paper
on more than five layers with over 791 colours.
Take a personal guided art tour to learn more.

art meet

TUNISSTRASSE

art life

museums // galleries
3. Gallery Rhenania
4. Chocolate Museum
5. Wallraf-Richartz-Museum
6. Museum Ludwig
7. Romano-Germanic Museum
8. Sport- and Olympia 		
Museum
9. Mustard Museum
10. Käthe Kollwitz Museum
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